ABSTRACT

1. URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN GERMANY
One of the major tasks of the municipalities in Germany is to provide building land. The municipalities have a comprehensive planning authority. The function of urban land-use planning is to prepare and control the use of land for building or for other purposes. The land-use plans are set up in a formal procedure, including an intensive participation of the citizens. In order to realize these planning concepts there are different instruments to achieve a sustainable urban development.

2. MODELS OF INTERIM PURCHASE
The voluntary municipal interim purchase as a tool for land management has to be done for the whole project area. That means the willingness of all landowners and the financial ability of the municipality. The voluntary interim purchase of the land can also be done by private companies or private investors on the voluntary level. In the special declared urban development project as a special kind of municipal interim purchase the municipality can expropriate the individual landowner if he denies to sell his plot(s). But the special urban development measure can only be implemented if its special requirements are given. Many landowners refuse the project because they want to make a higher profit by the land value increase for themselves. That makes this instrument very unpopular.

3. LAND READJUSTMENT
Land readjustment is a special method to exchange the plots in a project area for building and other use in a special procedure. The basic idea of land readjustment is to add all plots of the project area to the so called readjustment mass. Out of this readjustment mass there have to be excluded the areas for public streets and green spaces including children's playground, provisions for protection against environmental conditions and for purification and overflow basins for rainwater. In accordance with the purposes of land readjustment landowners receive plots out of the so called redistribution mass. In land readjustment procedure the participation of the landowners is much more intensive than in the planning phase.

In Germany the competence to decide on a land readjustment project is delegated to an independent land readjustment board. To prepare and implement a successful urban development and urban redevelopment it is very important to have a qualified staff.
4. **CASE STUDIES**

Two case studies show the possibilities and variety of land readjustment project to be implemented for urban development and urban redevelopment.

5. **IMPLEMENTATION OF LAND READJUSTMENT IN THE EASTERN PART OF GERMANY**

A special experience in Germany was the implementation of land readjustment in the former German Democratic Republic (East Germany) after the reunification with the Federal Republic of Germany. So from one day to the other the Building Law Code as the main urban development law (including land readjustment) was valid in East Germany and noone had any experience and knowledge in that field.

6. **LAND READJUSTMENT IN SEOUL**

Land readjustment also played a significant and very successful role in Korea and particularly in Seoul. Entering the 1980s, however, the land readjustment programmes were assessed from a different viewpoint and the government policy preferred the purchase method. This tendency has run parallel with the central government's involvement in urban land development under the provision of the Residential Land Development Promotion Act of 1980. The Seoul-Gaepo land readjustment project is one of the greatest projects in Korea.

7. **CONCLUSION**

Land readjustment is a very elegant and economic way for urban development and urban redevelopment. In Germany land readjustment has a very long tradition and really many projects have been completed with thousands of hectares of new building land for residential, commercial, industrial and other use as well as for public infrastructure. So German land readjustment is an excellent tool for ecological, economic and social land management as an essential part of sustainable urban development.
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